MakeAFP Formatter
MakeAFP Formatter is a powerful, yet simple-to-use Dynamic-Link Library and
flexible AFP formatter for generating AFP files directly in extreme high speed. A
simple C/C++ language program can be linked with the library to produce a native
executable module that is able to generate AFP files directly without the help of
any other application.
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MakeAFP Formatter
AFP Architecture
- Advanced Function Presentation (AFP) founded by IBM is an integrated hardware and software
architecture for generating high speed and high quality presentation outputs. AFP is an industry
and de facto open standard fully published by IBM for high speed printing and presentation.
- AFP documents can be made up of different kinds of data, such as text, graphic, image, and
barcode.
- AFP object content architectures describe the structure and content of each type of data format
that can exist in a documentor appear in a data stream.
- AFP objects can either be data objects or resource objects. An AFP data object contains a
single type of presentation data, that is, presentation text, vector graphics, raster images, or bar
codes, and all the controls required to present the data.
- An AFP resource object is a collection of presentation instructions and data. These AFP objects
are referenced by name in the presentation data stream and can be stored in system libraries
so that multiple applications and the print server can use them repeatly.
- When multiple AFP objects are composed on a page, they exist as peer objects, which can be
individually positioned and manipulated to meet the needs of the presentation application, like
AFP overlays and page segments.
- MakeAFP Formatter extremely fast formatting speed for dynamic complex data formatting in
AFP up to 150,000 pages per minute on Intel-P4 or AMD compatible PC server.

Integrated AFP Solution
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